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Week 4 

SFO -3.5
vs DAL

LINE AND MOVEMENTS SPLITS AND MOVEMENTS

FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7PM

-3.5 % TICKETS % TICKETS % TICKETS

Dallas is an impressive 6-1 when playing the first of back-to-back road games, 5-
1 when seeking double revenge, and a commendable 14-7 against the spread
(ATS) on the road. On the other side, the 49ers are 3-0 in their recent three
encounters against the NFC East and a 6-1 record after Arizona. These are two
strong teams and should be a hell of a matchup. Because these are two strong
teams and there are favorable statistics for both teams, the 49ers are laying the
hook because of their home and have been a powerful team to watch. Dallas,
however, plays a role in one of my favorite system plays which is to play on a
home favorite -3.5 or greater versus a strong dog. The splits do not show it as of
yet because it may be too early but many will be drawn to the strong dog,
especially with the added half-point advantage. Amplifying the narrative, Dallas
has double revenge. The Cowboys suffered playoff defeats in both the previous
years, losing 19-12 in the second round and 23-17 in the first round. I expect to
see these splits get closer to 50/50 which put me right there on the 49ers side. 
Data from ATSSTATS.com tells us... San Francisco stands strong at 12-6
following a four-game winning streak and 12-5 when playing their third
consecutive home game. 

Thur SFO 77%
Fri SFO 69%

% MONEY % MONEY % MONEY

Thur SFO 83%
Fri SFO 71%

Updates

FRI 10AM:   Splits have already jumped down 8% and 12%
respectively.  We’ll watch this line and listen to team
reports before solidifing a side.  As of now, Frogtown is on
the side of San Francisco.

SUN 12 PM. 

PIT +4
vs BAL

LINE AND MOVEMENTS SPLITS AND MOVEMENTS

FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM SUN 7 PM MON 7 PM FRI 10 AM SUN 12 PM

+4 +4.5 % TICKETS % TICKETS

The Steelers have had the Ravens number as of late, going 3-1 SU &
ATS in their last 4 meetings. Moreover, when coming off back-to-back
road games and playing at home, they're 5-1 ATS, and in their last four
matches as home underdogs within the division, they are 3-1. On the
other side, the Ravens have struggled, posting a 2-6 record as favorites
when the spread is four points or less while currently, they're facing their
2nd of back-to-back divisional road games.
Considering this divisional rivalry, and the ravens recent injuries, I am
currently on the side of the Steelers, especially given the fact in their last
four encounters, the margin of victory hasn't exceeded three points.
Further supporting this, ATSSTATS.com tells us the Steelers have a
strong 7-3 record after a loss and an impressive 14-6-2 in week 5 games.

Thursday  PIT 75%
Friday  PIT 75%

% MONEY % MONEY

Thursday  PIT 82%
Friday. PIT 84%

Updates

FRI 10 AM: Overnight, only 2% increase in the percentage
of money had come in on Pittsburgh while the percentage
of tickets stayed the same.  However the line moved from
Pittsburgh +4 to +4.5.  Though only a little more money
came in on Pittsburgh, the books found it necessary to
move the line in favor of Baltimore.  It’s still sto early to
paint a picture or figure what the sharp play is but as of
now, Frogtown is on the side of the points. 

SUN 12 PM 


